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IMPORTANT NOTICE - HGR ON THE MOVE
HGR will be moving out of its present physical address on 31 August 2012 and relocating to:
27a Orange Road, Orchards,2192.
The postal address will remain the same at:
PO Box 41632, Craighall, 2024.
The editorial telephone number will be 011 728 6593.
Ian Hughes may be contacted on 011 728 6593 and on his mobile 082 553 8154. Mrs Loveness Banda who handles admin
and accounts is at 011 613 2596 or mobile 083 627 9515. Emma Nyschens who handles all marketing and sales can be
contacted on 083 286 7727. Our designer and layout artist, Taryn Haley can be be contacted on 071 602 4553.
All email addresses remain the same.
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Make your own luck
There are steep challenges and amazing
opportunities ahead for those retailers and
suppliers who can face them honestly and
identify them accurately. And then act! This
has been a hard year in many ways with
steeply rising costs on food, fuel, electricity
and seemingly everything else and these costs
have hit consumers where it hurts most. Of
course this has affected sales, but the trick here
has been to identify that category of consumer
who is driven by need and the other category
driven by desire.
Those retailers and suppliers who have
been successful have simply ignored the large
distressed consumer market and focused their
marketing and sales towards the balance.
Smart thinking as it has paid dividends for
many of our top retailers and their suppliers. This must be your plan of action for 2013 too as it
is more than likely that trading conditions will not be substantially different. Innovation has to
be the key and aggressively pursued and marketed.
On another note entirely, 2012 has seen an alarming drop in suppliers using HGR to market
themselves and their products to the retailers. Why this should be so is inexplicable. In the last
two or three years alone HGR has published comprehensive corporate/company profiles of
the largest retailers in the country, viz., Game, Hirschs, Tafelberg, EHL (Ellerines) and currently
we are working on a 30th birthday corporate profile on the JD Group. Is that not a ringing
endorsement by these companies who represent your biggest market in HGR? If HGR is good
enough for them what is holding you back? In pure value for money terms you will never get
a better deal. Let 2013 be the year you return to winning habits.
In the meantime, let us acknowledge the spirit of the season and wish all our readers –
retailers and suppliers alike – A VERY HAPPY & JOYOUS CHRISTMAS + A TRULY PEACEFUL &
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
From: TARYN, LOVENESS, EMMA & IAN
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Newsline

Debt remedies & codes of conduct

A Joint Credit and Over-Indebtedness
Summit to address current burning issues
and considerations around the prevailing
state of credit and over-indebtedness
in South Africa was recently held in
Johannesburg. The Summit was hosted by
the National Debt Mediation Association
(NDMA) and the Credit Ombudsman. Since
January 2011 the two organisations have
dealt with more than 4500 debt counselling
complaints. The Credit Ombud also dealt
with an additional 4529 credit information
disputes and non-bank credit disputes. As
a result of their work the two offices have
identified trends relating to market conduct,
consumer behaviour and legal issues that
require broader discussion and agreement
on how to address some of the worrying
trends.
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the
NDMA, Magauta Mphahlele, says the event

came at a time when there are concerns
about increased consumer debt servicing
vulnerability, unfair market practices and
legal uncertainties in applying the National
Credit Act and other related laws.
“It is important to understand the
ramifications of such a call both from
the point of view of removing barriers to
employment, consumer rehabilitation
and prevention of reckless borrowing and
lending,” he says.
The Summit is also happening at a
time when the dti is conducting a policy
review of the National Credit Act (NCA) and
van Schalkwyk says he is hopeful that the
Summit will raise some issues that can feed
into the policy review.
“The role of self-regulation and industry
dispute resolution schemes have been in the
spotlight recently,” he explains.
Both the NDMA and Credit Ombud are

operating in a context of major change –
from both a local and global perspective.
“The credit and debt review environment
is an exciting and challenging space in which
to operate and contribute to, and we will
continue to meet and bring inspired people
together in forums such as this to ensure that
our mandates remain at the cutting edge and
relevant to our stakeholders,” he adds.
The Summit covered topics which
sought to address the current status of the
credit industry and the situation of overindebtedness in South Africa, including
lending patterns and the state of South
African households; market practices
and their role in contributing to overindebtedness; as well as debt remedies and
alternative dispute resolution. The Summit
also investigated self-regulation and codes
of conduct, with requirements for effective
self-regulation.

Amap now The Home of Living Brands
Amalgamated Appliance Holdings
(Amap) has decided to change its trading
name to THE HOME OF LIVING BRANDS.
The name change was effective from 1
November.
At a September function at Investec
bank held to explain the rationale behind
the name change, CEO Alan Coward
stated that the change was prompted
by the need to “more accurately reflect
the nature of the group today and its
relevance to the consumer.” The Home of
Living Brands currently has four existing
categories, viz., Appliances; Sewing;
Personal Care and Electrical Accessories
– “ all of which grew in line with
expectations and the market,” declared
Coward. “However 2012 saw us introduce
five new categories and acquisitions
which have all significantly contributed
to our overall growth.
“These are Africa; Housewares;
Satellite; Multi-media and FMCG. With
these categories and acquisitions - and
the brands which fit into one or other
of them – we are superbly placed to
provide an extensive range of household

products from entry level to top of the
range. At AMAP previously and now
at The Home of Living Brands, we see
ourselves as a strategic partner to Africa’s
retail industry. We pride ourselves on
consumer focus , product innovation,
range development, in-store product
management, on building strategic
partnerships with retailers, on offering
key focus on brand integrity supported
by brand investment and definitely on
brand ownership with long term license
agreements.
Alan Coward spelt out the mission of
the company and his vision. “We strongly
intend to maintain our leading position
and drive our growth by operating as
a single integrated business”, he said.
“ We will do this by investing in our
intellectual capital, by entrenching
excellent trade relationships, by
building a formidable stable of brands,
by continuous product innovation
and by maximizing world class lowest
cost shared services”. Visualising the
company’s operations and prospects as
a pyramid, he places at the base what he

termed Values. “These values encompass
quality, integrity, are brandcentric and
consumer focused.”

We strongly intend to
maintain our leading
position and drive our
growth by operating as a
single integrated business

“Just above Values on our pyramid
is Culture. Our culture is a totally
committed one, which is empowered,
collaborative, open and definitely
prepared to make the hard decisions.”
Under the next category Benefits, Coward
is at pains to include all stakeholders
such as consumers, retailers, employees,
suppliers and shareholders. “To the
consumer we will offer quality branded
page 4 4
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Furniture association supports Rand Show 2013
Furniture is always a drawcard at the
Rand Show, with visitors keen to find
that special item for their homes ...
hopefully with a show-only price-tag
attached to it.
For the 2013 show, the exhibition’s
management is working hard to ensure
that visitors to Hall 9 will not leave
disappointed. And with the support and
endorsement of organisations such as
the Furniture, Bedding and Upholstery
Manufacturers Association (FBUMA), the
Rand Show is a step closer to achieving
this objective.
FBUMA was one of the organisations
which first stood behind the new Rand
Show in 2010, when the exhibition was
relaunched. Now in 2013, a year which
the Rand Show has dubbed “the year of
the exhibitor” thanks to an intensified
focus on the showfloor, FBUMA has once
again given its endorsement.
FBUMA’s members will be showcased
in Hall 6. This hall is dedicated to all
things home: from furniture and decor,
bathrooms and kitchens, and DIY and
home improvement, to home appliances
and entertainment, and outdoor lifestyle
and outdoor furniture.

The show’s management has
conceptualised a hall divided into predesigned pavilions, to create themed
zones. For example, the Rand Show
2013 is working on bringing DIY and
home improvement brands on board
to create a DIY space where visitors can
watch demonstrations and learn how
to take their homes up a notch or two.
These zones will bring energy into the
halls, and create a destination-shopping
experience for visitors.

3page 3

sub-Saharan Africa and our proof points
which come out of that and which are
situated just above Benefits on the
pyramid are revenue growth, market
share growth, a complete product range,
brand offering, strength of relationships,
passion and commitment and a footprint
in Africa.”

products and value for money,” he
continued, “ for the retailers – category
management, innovation, strong
brands and strategic partnerships,
whilst our suppliers will benefit from
trade partnerships. Our employees
too will know that they are part of an
industry leading team and that we
stress investment in intellectual capital.
As for shareholders we offer return on
investment and EPS growth.”
The apex of the pyramid covers what
Alan Coward describes as Empowering
our Vision. He went on: “From this
flows the Proposition. We will supply
household branded products form
entry level to premium throughout
4

FBUMA was one of the
organisations which first
stood behind the new Rand
Show in 2010

FBUMA ON SHOW
The Rand Show is a not-to-be-missed
marketing opportunity, providing
FBUMA’s members with a high-profile,

Our culture is a totally
committed one, which is
empowered, collaborative,
open and definitely prepared
to make the hard decisions

Alan Coward describes his leadership
team as “ three executives who are
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cost-effective means of building their
brands, cementing relationships with
consumers, and driving sales across a
broad spectrum of South African families.
FBUMA members who want to tap
into the excitement of Hall 6 will find
that being on the Rand Show 2013 is
more cost-effective than ever before.
Once again, the Rand Show offers all
FBUMA members a 10% discount on all
exhibition space.
The show has also launched its new
five-day format, with the exhibition taking
place only over the Easter long weekend.
Exhibitors will be able to reach hundreds of
thousands of visitors concentrated over five
days, with no slow midweek period and less
staff outlay.
THE RAND SHOW 2013
WHEN: From Thursday 28 March to
Monday 1 April 2013. Gates open each
day at 9am and close at 6pm, although
the Show will remain open until 8pm.
WHERE: Johannesburg Expo Centre,
Rand Show Road, Nasrec. (GPS – S26°
14.810’ E27° 58.695’)
VALUE: Your ticket gets you free entry to
events as published on the web

focused and experienced, and who
who can drive the benefits of our
restructuring and rebranding. These are
Murray Crow who heads up sales and
marketing, Des Oliver who looks after
new business and Bruce Drummond who
is our chief financial officer. All report
directly to me and as a team we pride
ourselves on being committed, open,
collaborative. empowered, proactive
and prepared to make tough decisions,”
concluded Alan Coward.
The Home of Living Brands boasts
12 brands wholly owned by the group
and include well known names such as
Salton, Tedelex, Aerial King, Pineware,
Haz,Empisal, Berda, Samsat, Westpoint,
Sentry and artifarti. The 16 brands under
licence include TDK, George Foreman,
Pioneer DJ, Bell, Multix, FK Audio, Stanley
Rogers, Memorex, Brother, wiltshire, ETI,
Hoover, Xonix and Case Logic.

Newsline

ABIL final results September 2012
Gross margin on retail business rose
2% to R2.1 billion (R2.08 billion). Profit
from operations was up 14% to R4
billion (R3.5 billion). Net attributable
profit improved 17% to R2.7 billion (R2.3
billion). In addition, headline earnings
per share grew to 342.5cps (291cps).

Core philosophy to
deliver value proposition
to customers

Outlook ABIL's core philosophy has
always been to build a business that
is consistently delivering a valuable
proposition to customers through the
different macroeconomic cycles. While
ABIL will remain vigilant, given the
economic environment and increased
competition, the group has spent
the last few years building a business
that we believe is robust and one
that can withstand external pressures.
Accordingly, ABIL remains focused
towards generating sustainable and
growing returns rather than expansive
growth targets. The banking unit will
continue to target good sales and
advances growth, albeit at a slower

pace than in recent years, with
stable yields and steady asset
quality.
At the retail unit the focus will shift
towards optimising and growing the
business, now that the major changes
to the operating model and the roll
out of the supply chain are largely
complete. Over the next two to three
years the strategic imperatives will shift
to reflect the changes in objectives
and the progress made to date. New
strategic imperatives are to grow
the retail business in a challenging
economic environment and to maximise
and optimise financial services value
extraction from the Retail unit.

10% rise in electrolux global sales
In the third quarter, Electrolux recorded a
significant year-on-year improvement in
its sales and earnings despite considerable
uncertainty in markets across the globe.
In North America, improvements in price
and mix along with operational efficiency
contributed to an operating margin that
exceeded 6%. Latin America reported
strong results based on a continuing
positive volume trend. Our appliances
business in Europe is suffering from weak
consumer confidence with falling volumes
in some of our key markets.
Net sales in comparable currencies grew
by more than 10% in the third quarter.
Half of the growth was attributable to
acquisitions while the remainder was
generated by organic growth. Operations
in Latin America recorded organic growth
of close to 25% during the third quarter,
partly driven by government tax incentives
in Brazil, which have been extended to the
end of 2012.
Market demand for core appliances in
North America in the third quarter was
slightly positive and we expect this trend
to continue to improve, supported by a
gradual recovery in the housing market.
We will utilize the positive momentum and
invest more in brand building activities

with the aim of further strengthening the
Group’s position.

Europe market situation set
to get worse before it gets
better – new products key

During the quarter, five of our six
business areas delivered an EBIT margin
at or above our target of 6%, with only
Major Appliances Europe falling short. The
soft performance in Europe is primarily
attributable to weak consumer confidence,
which is spreading throughout Europe and
impacting appliance demand in many of
our important markets, such as Southern
Europe, the Nordic countries and Benelux.
The market situation in Europe is likely
to get worse before it gets better and
we are minimizing the negative effect by
launching new products and eliminating
costs. We are continuing to launch the next
generation of high-end appliances under

the Electrolux brand for the European
market. Together with AEG products and
the re-launch of Zanussi products for the
mass-market segment, we will deliver a
highly competitive product offering in all
segments for the entire European market.
Late last year, we announced our aim
to further improve our manufacturing
footprint to remain cost competitive. In
line with this strategy, we today present a
number of actions that will have a positive
impact on the European cost position
going forward.
On a nine-month basis, Electrolux
generated a sales growth of more than
10%, almost equally divided between
organic and acquired growth. We expect
that Electrolux will exceed its target for
organic sales growth of 4% in 2012. It
would be the first time Electrolux achieved
an organic growth of more than 4%
since 2005, when the appliance market
in Europe and North America peaked.
The diversification of our revenue base
through expansion in emerging markets as
well as through launches of new product
innovations, which increased market share
in our core markets, is having a positive
impact on Electrolux sales and earnings
growth.
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Consumer electronics – new techn
Consumer Electronics (CE) in South Africa
experienced its first positive growth when
comparing revenue quarter on quarter. It was
a modest growth of 6%, but the year has been
a tough one for CE. Many categories such as
Panel TV (PTV) have been outstanding, but
categories such as Car Navigation and Gaming
consoles have found it rather difficult to
emulate the run of 2011.
For this article, emphasis will be placed on
Audio visual products: Audio Home Systems
(AHS), PTV and DVD Players. PTV proved yet
again that South Africans have really taken a
liking to new technology. The growth trend
has been constant and has shown no signs
of slowing down in recent years. It boasted
a 14% growth Year on Year in units, with LCD
leading the growth by 16% in unit terms. These
growths also mean that South Africa could
see a first for retail in 2012: sales that eclipse
1 million sales in a calendar year. The sales in
2011 ended on approximately 971 thousand
units. As of September 2012 reporting, sales
already stand at 755 thousand units. December
sales have historically been the highest for PTV
and this year should be no exception.
Within PTV, LCD still remains the largest
revenue driver. There has been a 7% price
erosion across all models year on year. When
looking into the different inch classes, the
result is that consumers can purchase larger
screens for far less money. 32 inches have
eroded by 10%, and 40 inch LCD’s by a
staggering 13% year on year. The inclusion of

8

new features such as 3D and LED has limited
the extent of the price erosion,. However,
that said, as the world moves more and more
towards LCD, Plasma still shows a 4% growth
in South Africa year on year in unit terms.
One of the main reasons for this is the ability
for the consumer to access a larger inch size
flat screen TV at a fraction of the cost when
comparing the latest technologies. A standard
50 inch Plasma retails for about R7,300,
whereas a similar inch size LCD would go for
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about R16, 000. Even new features such as
3D are also available on Plasma panels. LCD
receives strong global marketing support,
resulting in strong consumer aspiration for LCD
over plasma, South Africa consumer remains
extremely price sensitive, so the Plasma will
continue to appeal at the current price points.
One thing that has become apparent is that
a large degree of emphasis is being placed on
technologies such as LED, 3D and Smart TV. All
of them have shown over 120% growth year
on year in unit terms! Suppliers have realized
the sheer desire the consumers have shown
to keep up with international trends, and
with more and more movie software content
available on 3D, it comes without saying that
South Africa will also follow this movement.
The DVD market has equally experienced a
shift into new technology. The standard player
table DVD Players are starting to give way
to Blu-Ray players. In revenue terms, Blu-Ray
hardware sales account for more than 40%
of the South African retail market. With the
increase sales in Full HD panel TVs, consumers
are now better able to fully utilize the true HD
experience via this medium. Since the standard
DVDs have become heavily commoditized,
many suppliers have decided to shift their
focus to Blu-Ray as the future technology.
AHS has experienced a very tough couple
of years in units. 2011 ended on a 6% decline

Newsline

ologies drive sales
and 2012 year to date has experienced a
7% decline thus far. Unlike many other CE
categories, what is evident in AHS is that
across all features, prices are increasing at
quite high rates. Within home theatres, prices
are increasing by 9% and within component
systems (Multi-block Systems) by as much as
17%. Multi-block systems have always been
the main value driver in AHS, and fact that it
still accounts for over 50% of the AHS Home
Theatre value share further proves this. The
average price here is over R5000 in comparison
to the single block system at almost R1500.
An interesting point to note is that there
is also a market in South Africa for new
technology within AHS. Blu-ray accounts for
almost 23% of the AHS value share. 3D has
shown growth rates of over 150% year on year.
Price erosion has been minimal in Blu-ray and
non-existent in 3D systems during the same
time frame.

Newsline

Cheap imports are slowly suffocating the local manufacturing sector
Cheap imports are slowly suffocating the
local manufacturing sector. The consumer,
from the well-heeled to the low income
earner, goes for quality and value for
money. South African manufacturers
cannot compete: the uncompetitive cost
of labour and raw materials makes it
close to impossible. This means we need
to consider new models. This is South
Africa – a land rich in resources, with 26%
unemployment, and a youth bulge. Add
a little empowerment, some innovation,
a spadeful of entrepreneurship … and
possibilities begin to emerge that could
give us that foothold we need to really
become part of the global economy.
The youth of today leave school
clutching their hard won basic secondary
certificates full of hope. They want to go
to college, university, find a good job.
Sadly, for many it remains a dream.
In the factories where low level
repetitive skills are required, the
overwhelming majority of those
employed are late middle-age men and
women earning R35 to R40 an hour. They
have been in these positions for many
years. Many of them do not have the
aptitude or ambition to improve their
skills and knowledge, or take on greater
responsibility. Conversely, there are
people with tertiary qualifications and
degrees working at these jobs because
there are no jobs for them in their chosen
fields in the commercial sector. There’s a
lot wrong with this picture.
The older workers hold onto their
jobs. The unions fight for higher wages.
Labour legislation makes it impossible to
employ competitively. There is no place
for the youth -- who wants to employ an
unproven worker with no practical skills
at the wage government and the unions
demand? Everyone loses.
The youth need an opportunity to
work to discover his/her aptitude, talent
or interest, but has no real opportunity
to do so. The business must overpay a
long-service worker with limited skills to
do a low level job. The manufacturing
industry does not get fresh blood and
succession. The economy remains
stagnant and shrinks because businesses
become uncompetitive, must close
10

their doors. The youth have no skills.
Entrepreneurship is stunted because
those who have the fire and will, and are
willing to take the risk to start something
new, have no opportunity to begin to
understand the fundamentals of business,
manufacture, production, trade … and
identify gaps and opportunity.
We could take a page from the
copybooks of emerging countries that
are showing growth – if we were brave
enough to move to new models.
A week in China puts things into
perspective: factory workers, tool makers
and managers are young, and they earn
the equivalent of about R20 an hour. The
country has a thriving manufacturing
sector that regulations and strategic
import/export policies are fashioning into
an ever higher-value earnings model.
Or look at what Japan has achieved.
Thirty years ago, Japanese lucky packets
filled with cheap toys were what we
recognized the country for, then it
became known for its cheap motor
vehicles. Today, the Japanese economy is
the third biggest in the world.
The youth, in any country, is the
future of that country. In Africa, the
youth represent a dual challenge
and opportunity. A 2011 Brenthurst
Foundation study, Putting Young Africans
to Work, Addressing Africa’s youth
unemployment crisis[1], looks at the
youth bulge in Africa, including South
Africa. The statistics it provides are mind
boggling. At present, 20 percent of the
global population is between the ages
of 15-24. In Africa, by 2025, two-thirds
of our population will be under 25 years
of age. Globally, by 2025, African youth
will represent one quarter of the world’s
under-25 population.
Consider the potential advantage
that could represent for Africa in the
global economy. Instead, our youth are
unemployed, badly educated, with little
hope of new or quality jobs, no on-thejob learning opportunities, a Sita-led
apprenticeship model that has failed,
and little prospect of acquiring further
education. The answer for many of the
disillusioned is likely to be emigration.
For those without that opportunity,
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civil protest and crime may be the only
outlet, leading to political instability and
negative economic growth.
The Brenthurst Foundation study
offers some answers. It highlights
a common emphasis from across
sectors -- government, business, those
concerned with policy implementation
and academia, and civil society -- for
governments to reduce the costs
of formalisation for businesses and
workers alike if they are to address this
challenge. It goes on: “This requires
creating an environment in which labour
is more productive and opportunities
for innovation and growth are created
– largely by government setting the
right conditions and then getting out of
the way. It is business, not government
that will put young Africans to work
in sufficient numbers to turn the
continent’s population time bomb into a
demographic boon.”
In South Africa we have an eager and
youthful labour force. People want jobs.
Without doubt we could stimulate the
manufacturing sector by introducing new
models of employee engagement that
also drive skills growth and, very likely,
entrepreneurship.
It’s not just about on-the-job
experience; identifying aptitude
and interest has a lot to do with
exposure. Understanding production,
process and business principles like
demand and supply, supply chain and
market dynamics is what stimulates
entrepreneurship.
Lets face it, we may never again be
able to compete on price or output
volumes with larger global manufacturers
– many manufacturing sectors in South
Africa have simply fallen too far behind.
But if we start small in high value sectors
where we have unique advantages.
Formal employment needs to become
easier and less of a burden to business.
At the same time, the civil rights of
individuals must be protected. Some
answers may be the establishment of a
youth wage, a government subsidy for
youth employment, or tax incentives for
business to employ the youth. Business is
keen, it sees the advantages.

Newsline

Newspapers guiding consumers on “where to shop”
Ads24’s Path to Persuasion has revealed
further insights into consumer decision
making in the Retail Category. Two
prominent media mixes have been
identified in the Retail Category research –
the combination of “Television, Newspapers
and the Internet” and the combination of
“Television, Billboards and the Internet”.
With R1,9bn in advertising spend in
the last year, the retail category is one of
the highest-spending categories in South
Africa. SA's food and beverages industry
generated a total income of R3.711 billion
in May‚ representing a 9.9% year-on-year
(y/y) rise‚ according to data released by
Statistics SA in July.
The category is particularly focused on
return on media investment and the Ads24
research has been positively received by
major retailers in South Africa.
“The research shows that newspapers
play a key role in driving consumers
through every stage of the Path to
Persuasion” says Karen Dyke, head of
Marketing, Media Intelligence and Strategy
at Ads24.
The three media types – print, broadcast
and online - play different roles when
taking the consumer through the Path to
Persuasion and thus “create an optimum
media mix to deliver retail messaging to
the market”.

“From the total case study data, it
is evident that when combined with
television, newspapers add incremental
ROI to brands at every stage of the media
Path to Persuasion. In the Retail Category,
the role of newspapers in a newspaper/
television mix is particularly effective in the
Introduction, Information, Comparison and
Persuasion phases of the media Path to
Persuasion,” says Dyke.
It is a category in which respondents
tend to have a more regular and frequent

engagement with their newspapers.
“Most importantly, the conclusions
validate the previous finding that print
media has a significant role to play in
influencing consumer behaviour and is an
integral part of the media mix,” says Dyke.
The Retail Category case study
comprised a sample of 240 respondents
and featured a good mix of males
and females across all ethnic groups.
The category was filtered, focusing on
consumers who shop at retail outlets.

Euro contract market keeps growing
The contract segment is getting
increasingly important for the furniture
industry. It is an attractive segment, which
requires companies active in this niche
to focus even more their skills along two
lines: those of the product and those of
the market.
The dynamism of the companies
active in this segment has created a very
complex and competitive market, which
is worth about Eur 7,700 million.
The following new CSIL report is now
available: "The contract furniture and
furnishings market in Europe", edition
October 2012, about 160 pages, price EUR
2600.

For further details and for online
purchase and immediate download visit
http://www.worldfurnitureonline.com/
market-research/contract-furnitureeurope.html
The report offers a comprehensive
picture of the contract furniture and
furnishings sector in 17 Western European
countries, providing contract furniture
production and consumption, contract
imports and exports, contract furniture
and furnishings prices, distribution
channels.
Countries covered: Austria, BelgiumLuxembourg, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,

Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
Segments considered are: Hotels,
which also includes residences, tourist
villages, etc.; Offices, public bodies
(banks, large private customers - Public
administration, official residences,
embassies); Retail; Restaurants, bars
(including also "Street contract");
Marine (furniture for cruise ships, naval
furnishings); Lighting; ResidentialBuilding trade; Others (Airports,
Education- schools-universities,
Auditoriums-theatres-cinemas,
Hospitals-clinics, Leisure
environments).

Newsline

World Retail Congress stresses multi channel marketing
NAB Joint MD Gill Randall recently
attended the World Retail Congress in
London where the phrase of choice was
‘omni channel’ or ‘multi channel’ shopping
and communication.
The reality of the modern day retail
space is that consumers are still shopping
in-store for the most part but they’re also
shopping online more and more. While
these findings were largely UK based, we
can assume that the same trends will hit
our shores soon, albeit off a lower base.
Generally a lot of retailers have embraced
the concept of multi channel shopping
and provide consumers with easily
accessible, physical ‘brick and mortar’ or
online shopping facilities. In fact, in two
years time, 63% of retailers say they want to
be fully integrated and 77% want to offer
smart phone mobisites over the same time
frame.
If retailers are still grappling with
multi channel, it’s time to start creating
a seamless approach to the consumer
experience through all available shopping
channels including mobile, PC, bricks-andmortar, television and catalogues – the list
goes on.
We were fortunate to hear from the
likes of Sir Phillip Green (Arcadia Group),
Dave Cheesewright (President and CEO
Walmart EMEA region) and Dan Cobley
(MD, Google), who all alluded to the same

concept best expressed by Philip Clark
(CE of Tesco) who said, “We’ve called time
on the old retail ‘space race’. In this new
world, retail will not be about buying large
swathes of new real estate but how we as
businesses, relate to our customers, their
communities and the countries in which
we operate.”
In brief, the shopper trends that
emerged showed that overall, basic
shopping needs are going to remain the
same and that the more we live a virtual life
at home, the more we need to congregate.
More and more, consumers are curating
their own shopping experiences. They’re
choosing when, where and how to engage
with retailers and consumers expect
retailers to be available at a time that suits
them, whether its 6am or 9pm.
People also use different stores
for different reasons and despite the
availability of more and more loyalty
programmes, the irony is that customers
are less loyal than ever before. Shoppers
the world over have become more price
savvy, even the most wealthy are looking
for good value or in the words of Dave
Cheesewright (President and CEO Walmart
EMEA region) – consumers are still loyal but
they are loyal to everybody.
From a retailer point of view, the trends
point to a business model that needs to
evolve. There are also indications that there

Lewis declares interim results
Revenue for the interim period jumped
6.6% to R2.4 billion (R2.3 billion) whilst
operating profit increased by 4.4% to
R520.3 million (R498.5 million). Profit
attributable to equity holders grew by
10.8% to R373.7 million (R337.4 million). In
addition, headline earnings per share rose
by 10.6% to 419.0 cents per share (378.7
cents per share).
Dividend
An interim gross cash dividend of 212
cents per share (172 cents per share)
in respect of the 6 months ended 30
September 2012 has been declared.
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Prospects
New merchandise ranges have been
introduced and stores are well stocked
in preparation for the Christmas
trading period. Strong marketing
and promotional campaigns have
been developed to attract credit
customers and drive sales growth in
the
current competitive environment.
Trading conditions are expected to
remain challenging for the rest of the
financial year and management will
continue to focus on cost control and
debtor costs.
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will be fewer occupied shops and over the
next five years store volume will decrease
and overall, there will be an increase in the
number of smaller convenience stores.
Shopping centres serve as much of a
critical role as they ever did in forming and
maintaining communities but the most
successful stores are those where digital
meets the physical and where stores shift
from transactional to experimental.
Another emerging digital trend is that
from a consumer perspective, if a retailer
doesn’t deliver, there’s no value for them.
In addition, consumers who buy across
channels tend to buy three to five times
more than single channel buyers despite
the fact that only 3% of retailers feel that
they are ahead of the game in terms of
their online presence.
While the multi channel marketing years
are ripe for the picking, retailers are not
without their challenges. So despite there
currently being a flat global playing field,
retailers need to excel at everything they
do.
The ‘new rules’ of retail dictate that
marketers must create a memorable
experience for the consumer both offline
and online. Neurological as well as
emotional connections need to be made.
Importantly, and obviously, distribution
networks need to back up marketing
efforts. You can’t achieve a level of
neurological experience if you don't have
control of your distribution network.
Social media has given rise to an
‘agnostic consumer’ who expects retailers
to keep up with them. Retailers need to
adapt to the new demands of the digital
shopper instead of buying additional retail
space.
Mobile is simply an access point,
the content is what matters. The same
applies to other channels too, content is
king. Customers should be invited into
your brand through traditional media
and continue to be engaged on digital
platforms.
In summary, to survive, retailers need
to embrace technology, be flexible and
determined, use different business models
to test the water in new markets, build
public trust, lead from the front and show
imagination and courage.

Newsline

Organic growth core focus for retailers
South Africa’s retail and consumer industry
is facing a difficult and challenging
business environment in the aftermath of
the global economic recession, according
to a report issued today by professional
services firm PwC.
Retail and consumer products
companies must contend with limited
volume growth, increasing costs and
falling prices. These are some of the
findings of PwC’s inaugural edition
of South African retail and consumer
products outlook:2012-1016, written
in cooperation with the Economist
Intelligence Unit’s industry and
management research division.
The report considers South Africa’s
outlook for both retailers and consumer
goods firms, providing growth estimates
for the 2012-16 forecast period. It reviews
the major opportunities, key pressures
faced and some of the growth strategies
being deployed. It also touches on the
effect of further entrants into the market,
following the high-profile 2011 acquisition
of Massmart by Walmart, the world’s
largest retailer. The economic and industry
forecasts included in the report are those
of the Economic Intelligence Unit.
Retail
The outlook for South Africa’s retailers
After a strong recovery since the financial
recession of 2009 with retail sales
surpassing a trillion rand for the first time
in history in 2011, the industry is slowing
significantly. Volume growth for 2012
is expected to be just 0.7%, down from
3.9% in 2011. “As pressures on consumers’
wallets increase, retail sales by value are
expected to slow this year. The economic
outlook going forward is expected to be
modest,” says John Wilkinson, PwC Retail &
Consumer Leader in South Africa.
The strain is expected to filter through
to food sales in general, with sales forecast
to edge up to R576.7 billion in 2012, from
R542.3 billion in 2011. Sales are projected
to accelerate again from 2013, rising to
R787.6 billion by 2016. Non-food sales
will also slow this year, with R485,8 billion
expected in 2012, up from R459.6 billion
in 2011. At an aggregate level, retail sales
volumes are forecast to expand by 3.45%

over the period 2013-2016.
Growth drivers
Both food and non-food sales will rack
up steady growth. Sales by volume are
expected to climb by an average of 2.9%
after recovering from a low in 2012. By
value, sales will expand at an average of
7.85% in nominal terms. Any new growth
in the retail sector will be largely driven
by the country’s steadily expanding black
middle class. By 2016, some 11 million
households are expected to have an
annual income above R89 500 – a level
that gives them discretionary spending for
a wider range of consumer goods, as in
other emerging markets.
For those on the upper end of the
scale, there is a significant drive to
increase spending, particularly for status
purchases such as of high-end motor
vehicles and premium alcohols. For the
large, lower-end pool of consumers, two
key government initiatives – large-scale
infrastructure investments across the
country and wide-ranging social grants
are in turn helping to support demand.
Downside pressures
Although South Africa’s retail market
has bounced back from the recession,
growth prospects in the market remain
fragile, with a number of considerable
downside risks. Despite South Africa being
a member of the BRICS member countries,
growth rates remain uncertain, with
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expected
to expand by 2.8% in real terms in 2012,
down from 3.1% last year. This is far below
the rate required to make a significant
effect on unemployment rates, and more
on a par with more mature economies,
states the report. In part this is shaped by
the global economy and the Eurozone
crisis.
However, local issues are also
constraining growth. These include
policy uncertainties over labour
brokering and temporary workers. The
Government is under immense pressure
from trade unions to clamp down on
labour brokering, which could have
dire consequences on the cost base of
many retailers. There are also concerns

over legislation, such as more onerous
product labelling requirements and other
stringent provisions introduced under the
newly promulgated Consumer Protection
Act. Electricity prices are also increasing
materially, along with ongoing wage
increases; fuel costs remain persistently
high; and retail occupancy costs are being
pushed upwards. A further pressure is
the persistent skills shortage, particularly
among middle management; there is a
shortage of strong graduates emerging
from local tertiary education, while most
retailers have had to develop significant
in-house training capacity in order to
continue developing skills.
Growth strategies
From a growth perspective, retailers are
focusing on expansion into new areas,
converting informal trade into formal
retail, growth into the rest of Africa,
diversifying into new service lines and
boosting operational efficiencies.
Every major retailer and consumer
goods company has started to expand
into the rest of Africa, along with ongoing
efforts at home to expand retail space. The
move is being led by domestic food retail
giant Shoprite, which already has stores
in 17 countries. Woolworths already has
operations in several African countries,
and Mr Price recently opened its first store
in Ghana. Pepkor is in the midst of a R100
million expansion into Nigeria, with plans
to open 50 outlets. Woolworths already
has operations in Botswana, Kenya, Ghana,
Mozambique, Nigeria, Tanzania, Zambia
and Uganda, with a mix of corporate and
franchise stores.
Wilkinson points out that most brands
are treating the Africa aspect of their
growth cautiously, given the significant
risks that remain, such as the paucity of
infrastructure in many areas, red tape
and high tariffs. Indirect taxes are also
a pressure point, particularly when
importing transit through countries.
Given the significant risks that remain
on the African continent, most major
retailers and consumer goods companies
have adopted a strategy of organic
page 14 4
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Newsline

Retail skills pool programme
One hundred learners from remote parts
of Mpumalanga and Limpopo recently
arrived at Heronbridge Retreat Centre near
Fourways, Johannesburg, to start their first
training module, as part of their year long
retail learnerships.
The learners are part of the Rural Youth
Project, organized and executed by retail
training provider Retail Relate and funded
and accredited by the Wholesale and
Retail SETA. The project will earn the
learners an NQF 3 qualification in retail,
which will qualify and equip them to hold
middle management positions.
Most of the learners come from
deeply rural villages, and the journey
marked the first time ever that they had
travelled by luxury bus, let alone come to
Johannesburg.
“Together with academic training, this
module focused on instilling life skills that
will help our learners to understand and
function within the retail environment,”
said Leigh Blochlinger, who heads up
Retail Relate.
“They come from profoundly rural areas
in Witbank, Middelburg and Mhinga, a
village in Limpopo Province, where often
even the most basic modern facilities
are non-existent, so we needed to start
by introducing them to aspects of the
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expansion. Many are operating in tandem
with property developers, opening
up in parallel with new shopping mall
developments and complexes.
Despite the 2011 Massmart acquisition
by Walmart, few retailers expect a rush of
mergers and acquisition (M&A) activity.
Given the challenges of Walmart’s
acquisition, which attracted close scrutiny
from the Competition Commission, along
with local competition, few experts are
forecasting a boom in M&A activity from
foreign entrants, states the report.
Consumer goods
The demand for food, beverages (and
tobacco) was an estimated R491.5 billion
14

corporate world that they will need to be
able to navigate once they graduate and
start looking for jobs.”
Blochlinger described how module one
of the training also laid the foundation
that will help the learners adjust to the
social norms and practices of the retail
sector.
“There is a vast difference between
standard corporate culture and the more
informal way of life that these young
people have grown up with and so we
helped them to bridge the gap,” she said.
“These learners are matriculants
who possess the potential to excel
academically and career wise, yet lack the
funds to enroll in tertiary training which
could help them secure successful futures.
The Rural Youth Project is now their means
to fulfilling their potential and we intend
to equip them with everything they need
to succeed, from academic training, to
personal development to workplace
experience,” she added.
On the job training is, in fact, part
of the course – the learners spend the
intervening time between the theoretical
training modules serving internships at
stores belonging to The Foschini Group
(TFG). The stores are located in or near the
learners’ hometowns.

“We were impressed with their progress
by the end of module one and are
confident that this group is going to excel
during the rest of the training and in their
future careers,” said Blochlinger.
Retail Relate’s training model has
already proven successful – in August this
year 160 previously unemployed young
people graduated from its Unemployed
Youth Assistance Programme with NQF
5 qualifications in retail. The year-long
internships served by these learners while
they were studying also helped to ensure
that every one of them was offered a job
upon graduation.
Following this success, Retail Relate
launched the first phase of the Rural Youth
Project in the Northern Cape, the NorthWest, the Free State and KwaZulu-Natal.
These 502 learners have completed their
studies and are serving out the last few
weeks of their internships. The current
students are part of phase two of the Rural
Youth Project.
Retail Relate’s courses, aimed specifically
at underprivileged yet promising young
South Africans, not only address the
issue of unemployment, but also supply
the retail industry with trained and
experienced workers at a time when huge
skills shortages exist in this sector.

in South Africa in 2011. This is forecast to
grow by an average of 11.5% in nominal
terms, over the 2012-16 period, reaching
a total value of R847 billion in 2016. The
demand for other consumer goods is
likely to grow more rapidly over the 201216 forecast period: clothing, which was
already R29.57 billion markets in 2011 is
forecast to expand by 14.7%. The same
growth rate is expected for household
furniture, a R27.35 billion market in 2011.
Basic wares, such as soaps and cleaners,
are forecast to expand at about 17% from
2012-16. Household audio and video
equipment is also forecast to increase by
18%.
“For consumer goods companies, as
with retailers, the primary constraint to
further development is the country’s
pressing unemployment problem,” says

Diederik Fouche: PwC Consumer and
Industrial Products and Services Industry
Leader in Southern Africa
“Not only are labour costs a barrier to
growth, but a shortage of skills is also an
issue.”
Fouche says that the long-term success
of the retail and consumer goods industry
will depend on a continued focus on the
consumer, efficient supply chains and a
low cost of doing business. “Companies
that differentiate their products and
provide a compelling reason for customers
to buy from them will survive. Those that
don’t will face an onslaught from their
competitors.
“In difficult times like these, companies
need to re-examine their cost structures,
operational effectiveness and
efficiency.”
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People & Events

JD Group board changes

In line with the group's strategic focus on
expanding its financial services and insurance
business, Bennie van Rooy (37), the Group's
current Chief Financial Officer ("CFO"), will be
appointed as the Chief Executive Officer of
the Group's Financial Services Division with
the task of leading the Group's consumer
finance business into the future. He will lead a
competent team from the JD Group Consumer
Finance head office in Randburg, where
Philip Kruger (CE of Financial Services), Reneé
Griessel (CE of JDG Insurance) and Howard
Blake (Founder of Blake & Associates) will report
directly to him.
Bennie will remain an executive director on

the board, where he served with distinction
since his appointment on 1 May 2010. Bennie
is a chartered accountant with exposure to
various financial services disciplines such as
mergers and acquisitions, financial consulting
and risk management. In his earlier career at
ABSA, he specialised in credit risk management,
capital management and balance sheet
optimisation in the treasury environment.
Bennie will remain a member of the JD Group
Executive committee and the JD Group Risk
Management committee and will also retain his
directorships on the boards of various JD Group
subsidiaries.
The board furthermore announced that

Mr Johannes Henoch Neethling (Jan) Van Der
Merwe (53) will fill the vacated CFO's position
from the afore-mentioned date. Jan will also
become a member of the JD Group Executive
committee and the JD Group Risk Management
committee. He will also be appointed to the
boards of various JD Group subsidiaries. Since
the afore-mentioned board changes will take
effect on 1 March 2013, Jan will work closely
with Bennie over the next four months in a
succession role to ensure a seamless handover.
Following these appointments, the board
remains fully King III compliant in that a majority
of its members are non-executive directors, of
whom the majority is independent.

Woodex expo space selling rapidly
Demand for exhibition space at WoodEX for
Africa 2013 is strongly exceeding expectations,
with some of South Africa’s biggest and most
respected names in the timber industry already
committed to showcasing their products and
services at the event being held at Gallagher
Convention Centre in Midrand, South Africa,
from 21 to 23 March 2013.
More than 50 per cent of the available
exhibition space has been booked, with many
of the reservations being repeat bookings from
the inaugural exhibition held earlier this year.
The most recent exhibitors who confirmed
their participation include companies like
Woodtech, National Edging, Leitz Tooling,
FX Veneer, Cell Hardware Products, Quart
International, Alternative Structures, Pretoria
Timber Treaters, Easy Clip, Dieffenbacher,
Microvellum Software, South African Wood
Preservers Association, Pride of Africa,
Steelmeester, Simpson Strong-Tie and Rhino
Modified Wood.
Stephan Jooste, Director of WoodEX for
Africa, says the interest in next year’s event
has been inspiring. “We are delighted to have
so many companies signing-up to exhibit
at WoodEX as it shows the confidence in
this exciting marketing platform. WoodEX is,
without doubt, one of the most important
events on next year’s calendar for anyone
involved in the timber industry, and the
companies who recognise the potential of
this event will be the ones to benefit the most.
More than half the space for next year’s show

is already reserved, and we are answering
enquiries from potential exhibitors on a daily
basis,” says Jooste.
WoodEX for Africa features exhibitors
showcasing innovative timber and
woodworking products and services such as
woodworking machinery, decking, flooring,
structured timber, timber treating, saw milling
and logging, pulp and paper manufacturing
and wood material and veneer production.
The 2013 event will present a large indoor and
outdoor exhibition with demonstrations, as
well as activities such as Timber Talks, Timber
Games and Chain Saw competitions.
WoodEX for Africa aims to attract visitors
from South Africa and abroad. “The event will
showcase the world what Africa has to offer
in terms of the export and manufacturing of
eco-friendly timber products. As a showcase for
the very best in the timber industry, WoodEX
for Africa is without doubt a highlight on
the continent’s timber and wood calendar,”
concludes Jooste.
The exhibition is supported by The
Wood Foundation, the South African Wood
Preservers Association, the South African
Wood and Laminate Flooring Association,
the Institute for Timber Construction in
South Africa, the Institute for Timber Frame
Builders, the Thatchers Association of
South Africa, the Furniture Bedding and
Upholstery Manufacturers Association,
Forestry SA, the Sawmilling Association of
South Africa, the European Federation for

Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers,
the Italian Woodworking Machinery and
Tools Manufacturers’ Association and the
German Woodworking Machinery and Tools
Manufacturers' Association.

Hirsch's - Giving
back this Christmas
Every year at this time, Hirsch’s find a way of
giving back to the communities in which they
operate.
This year, each branch throughout the
group will be focusing on charities and NGO’s
in need in their communities and will be
donating food hampers that will include all the
basic needs for a family.
Coming on board with them in their “Giving
Back This Christmas” campaign are Electrolux,
Sunlight, Iwisa, Snowflake, Caxton and Nu
World. CEO of Hirsch’s, Allan Hirsch explained
that every time a customer purchases a
“smalls” product from Hirsch’s - eg: kettles,
toasters, irons etc. valued at over R200, a
food or cleaning item will automatically go
towards a hamper for a charity. The hampers
will be handed over to the charities on the
24th November and the 24th December – in
time to give families in need a happy, healthy
Christmas!
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Home Laundry

Home Laundry – sales up 5% in first six months
The South African appliance market in
general performed very well in the first
two quarters of 2012 relative to 2011.
First half year unit sales were 5% up over
last year’s figures and similar positivity
was seen in revenue terms even taking
inflation into account. The positive
numbers were driven by strong sales
in categories like refrigeration, laundry
and something of a recovery in product
groups like dishwashers which were
holding top line growth back this time
last year. Tumble dryers however have
not yet seen a major come back and
volumes this year are still under pressure.

The ultimate solution
consumers and a very good
idea at least in principle would
be to purchase a washer-dryer.

In this article we focus on the
laundry categories washing machines
and tumble dryers and looks at the
contrasting performance of these two
products over the last two years. The
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first thing to consider is that there is vast
difference in the size of each product
group. Washing machines typically reach
annual sales of about 575 thousand units
while annual volumes for tumble dryers
are significantly smaller at about 63
thousand units.
Monthly sales volumes for washing
machines are significantly more stable
as a result of much more steady demand
relative to dryers which has strong
seasonality in the winter periods as
highlighted above. While seasonality
does occur for washing machines, we
see its volumes peak (and sharply) only
once per year in the December period
during the December spending season.
We see a similar peak for dryers but the
spike is less pronounced at about 80%
of the winter peaks. This points to the
differences in the nature of demand for
these two products. Washing machines
is seen as aspirational for lower LSM’s
and tends to be utilised far more
frequently (almost daily). Dryers on the
other hand are seen as being luxurious
and used during specific times of the
year when our climate doesn’t allow
for efficient drying. The practical factor
holding back sales of dryers is that
many of the new homes being built in
areas with increasing urbanisation tend
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to have space for two under-counter
appliance at most and only one or two
covered parking bays (no garage). This
then means that the trade-off is then
between an appliance like a dishwasher
or tumble dryer with a washing
machine being considered a necessity.
Considering that South African weather
being generally regarded as sunny the
dishwasher will often win out.
From a pricing perspective washing
machines have a range of prices for
consumers to choose from. For example
an entry level twin tub, which make up
36% of sales ytd, are priced at R2177
while Top loaders and front loaders
are R2888 and R3554 respectively. This
means a range of R2177 to R3554 while
in tumble dryers we see an average price
of R2994 during the year to date
2012.
The ultimate solution consumers and
a very good idea at least in principle
would be to purchase a washer-dryer.
The unfortunate problem with a washerdryer is that it performs two opposite
functions - one that requires water the
other getting rid of the water. This divide
requires significant technology and
innovation to bridge, which tends to be
expensive and therefore prohibitive for
many consumers.

Home Laundry

Siemens: Intelligent innovations for performance and efficiency
Customers always want more from their
household appliances: more convenience,
increased functionality, better results,
improved performance and lower water and
energy consumption. Siemens meets these
demands.
With i-Dos, users no longer have to
measure the amount of liquid detergent for
their laundry. The i-Dos does it automatically.
The integrated precision
metering system
mixes in the
exact amount
of detergent
necessary for
the laundry in
question – to
the millilitre.
The detergent
tank also only
needs to be
filled once for
roughly 20 cycles.
Two automatic
programs for sensitive

or heavy-duty textiles reduce sorting to a
minimum and, in addition to convenience
and time saving features; there are also
advantages for the environment and the
household budget: As a rule, i-Dos saves not
only detergent but also up to 7,062 litres of
water per year1.
Detergent metering might appear to be a
simple process, but it depends on a number of
factors: the hardness of the water, the amount
of dirt in the laundry, the load size, the drum
volume and the type of textiles. It is no surprise
then that 9 out of 10 consumer’s use the
wrong amount of detergent2 – typically too
much. The result is that up to 30 percent extra
detergent is used unnecessarily, which causes
increased foam build-up in the machine. That
in turn leads to unnecessary rinse cycles and
thousands of litres of wasted water every year.
With the Siemens i-Dos fully automatic
washing machine this is no longer a worry.
Now, for an average of 20 laundry loads,
consumers only need to fill the 1.3-liter tank
once with the liquid detergent of their choice.
A separate chamber can hold up to 0.5 litres

of softener or a different detergent for colour
loads, for example. After that, the integrated
metering system takes what it needs from the
tanks – and it’s always the ideal dosage. With
the automatic programs, the accuracy of the
sensors recognizes the degree of soiling as
well as the amount and type of textiles, be it
cotton, synthetics or mixed materials. Based on
these factors, the program's logic selects the
ideal washing cycle and the exact temperature
range. The detergent dosage is provided in a
series of stages until the ideal value has been
achieved.
Anyone who wants to forego automatic
detergent dosages can of course do so. The
machine has a manual dosage chamber for
detergent, tabs, pearls or additional softeners
where, for example, impregnating wax for
outdoor garments can be poured in. Using the
varioPerfect operating logic, consumers also
have the choice of whether to save time or use
the highly efficient energy-saving program.
The latter consumes 30 percent less electricity
than the benchmark value for Energy
Efficiency Class A.

Washing machines have changed
Fifty years ago the main motivation
behind buying a washing machine was
merely to clean clothes efficiently. But
today consumers are more concerned
about capacity, energy efficiency and
whether their appliance is eco-friendly. As
the needs of consumers have changed,
manufacturers have had to adapt and come
up with innovative ways of washing clothes
effectively while meeting consumer needs.
South Africans too are choosing home
appliances that conserve time, money and
the environment.
Manufacturers such as LG Electronics have
reinvented conventional home washing to
address changing consumer needs.
Inverter Direct Drive technology in LG
washing machines, makes appliances more
reliable and energy efficient and less noisy
than other conventional technologies.
By replacing the old conventional motor,
LG has managed to create additional laundry
capacity, reducing the amount of washing
cycles needed each month and ultimately
saving you both electricity and water.
18

LG’s Inverter Direct Drive motors are also
much quieter and even boast a “Silent Wash
Course”. Now you don’t need to turn the
volume of your TV up to compete with the
washing machine in your kitchen, or worry
about your washing machine waking your
baby in the next room.
Instead of setting the trends,
manufacturers are now responsible for
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making sure their products keep up with
them.
Through its latest range of washing
machines LG has embraced this paradigm
shift – and they have done it in a diverse set
of regional markets. It’s thanks to extensive
consumer research that LG have been able
to manufacturer cutting edge washing
machines that people want to buy.

Home Laundry

Floating air cleaning appliance wins Electrolux Design Lab 2012
A hands-free stirring utensil. A tasting
spoon that tells you what ingredient
is lacking. This is what the future of
household and cooking appliances
looks like at the 10th annual Electrolux
Design Lab competition. Aeroball by Jan
Ankiersztajn from Poland was awarded
first prize in finals at the Triennale
Design Museum in Milan.
The Electrolux Design Lab 2012 jury,
comprising Design Director at Electrolux
Thomas Johansson, award winning
chef Davide Oldani, distinguished
designer Dante Donegani and popular
design blogger Kelly Beall, selected
the winner from ten global finalists.
The winning concept is a collection of
luminescent, hovering balls that can
filter and fragrance the air in a room.
They float using helium and drift down
to the ground when they are ready to be
changed.

This is the future of
household and cooking
appliances

The jury was impressed with how the
student’s creative and insightful thinking
reflected this year’s theme, Design
Experience, and how successfully the
concept met the challenge of creating
a holistic sensorial experience. “We rely
on our senses for almost everything, so
considering the senses is an important
factor when designing appliances,”
says Thomas Johansson, head of the
jury. “This year’s winning concept is
a truly innovative concept that uses
space in a unique way and delights
our surroundings. It also changes our
perception of an air cleaner, because it
is delicate in aesthetics, it is emotional
and also relevant, because it addresses
the consumer’s needs.”
The second prize in the competition
went to Ben de la Roche from New

Zealand. His design concept is a
refrigerated wall that allows the user
to press storage containers and bottles
directly into the wall. Impress uses
thermo-acoustic technology and gases
such as argon and helium that are nonozone depleting and harmless to the
environment. The jury’s motivation was:
“Impress is a visual experience that is
energy saving and simplifies the user’s
life.
Third prize went to Tastee by
Christopher Holm-Hansen, from
Denmark. His design concept is a taste
indicator, in the form of a spoon, that
utilizes receptors based on the human
taste bud to tell you what ingredients
you need to improve your cooking. The
jury’s motivation was: “Tastee is a tool
that offers guidance for your palate in
order to bring out the chef that is inside
of you.” People’s Choice Award went to
Tastee after receiving over 1,000 unique
votes on Facebook.
Electrolux Design Lab is an annual
global design competition open to
undergraduate and graduate design
students world-wide. Established in
2003, the competition is encouraging
and facilitating young designers in the
pursuit of innovative home appliance
design.
“Creating new value and propositions
is what innovative design is all about.
Electrolux is committed to innovation
in design, research and development
and Electrolux Design Lab is one way of
exploring new arising ideas. In addition
the competition is a chance for us to
meet the design talent of tomorrow”,
said Stefano Marzano, Chief Design
Officer at Electrolux.
Electrolux Design Lab 2012

Creating new value and
propositions is what innovative
design is all about

challenged design students to draw
inspiration from professional experience
creators such as chefs, architects, interior
designers and hotel designers to design
future home appliances that will provide
a fuller sensory experience. The brief
for 2012 was looking for concepts that

It also changes our perception
of an air cleaner, because it
is delicate in aesthetics, it is
emotional and also relevant,
because it addresses the
consumer’s needs

best reflect Electrolux proud heritage
of Scandinavian Design whilst working
to create new home appliances that
stimulate, engage and enlighten all of
our senses. The jury considered entries
based on intuitive design, innovation
and consumer insight.
One of the purposes of the
competition is to function as an
innovative arena for the introduction of
new talents and products to the market.
First prize is EUR 5,000 and a six-month
paid internship at an Electrolux global
design center. Second prize is EUR 3,000
and third prize of EUR 2,000.
Electrolux is a global leader in
household appliances and appliances
for professional use, selling more than
40 million products to customers in
more than 150 markets every year. The
company makes thoughtfully designed,
innovative solutions based on extensive
consumer research, meeting the desires
of today's consumers and professionals.
Electrolux products include refrigerators,
dishwashers, washing machines,
cookers, air conditioners and small
appliances such as vacuum cleaners,
all sold under esteemed brands like
Electrolux, AEG, Eureka and Frigidaire.
In 2011 Electrolux had sales of SEK 102
billion and 58,000 employees.
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Home Laundry

Kelvinator superbly competititve – AEG revels in brand leadership
Kelvinator KL14TT2
14 kg Twin Tub

• 14Kg Twin Tub washing machine
• Water level indicators – for small,
medium & large loads
• R emovable lint Filter
• Bubble wash – Powerful flow of air
bubbles that penetrates clothing to
loosen stubborn dirt
• O verheat protection – Spin motor
automatically switches off to prevent
overheating & damage to the motor
• S ealed rodent proof base
• 2 Motors & Drain pump
• Easily accessible control panel
• Drainage hose included
• Product dimension (HxWxD):
1050x902x537
• RRP: R2 669.00
Electrolux EWP107100W
7kg Front Loading Washing Machine

• A- 10% AC rated for energy, washing &
spinning
20

• 14 Wash programmes- Cottons, cottons
with prewash, cottons economy,
synthetics, mixed fabrics, delicate,
wool/ hand wash, softener, drain, spin,
synthetic easy iron, 5 shirts 30, delicate
super-quick 30, jeans
• Quiet operation: 60dB (A)
• 54L Water consumption per longest cycle
• 1000RPM – maximum spinning
• Function dial selector with push buttons
for variable settings & LED indicator
lights
• Extra features – “Advanced Fuzzy Logic”
technology, “Aqua Control”: anti flooding,
anti-foam system, stainless steel drum,
180° door with large porthole
• “Easily accessible” filter in drum
• RRP: R3 999.00

buttons – on/off, temperature setting,
spin selection, extra rinses, stain remover,
time saving, delay start
• RRP: R7 499.00
AEG L87680FL
8kg Front Loading Washing Machine

AEG L75470FL
7kg Front Loading Washing Machine

• A-30% energy rated
• 16 Wash programmes – cottons, cottons
with prewash, extra silent, synthetics,
synthetics with prewash, synthetics
easy iron, delicate, wool plus, spin/drain,
rinse, curtains, jeans, quick intensive,
quick 20min 3kg, super eco 15, cottons
economy
• Quiet operation: 51dB (A)
• 49L Water consumption per longest cycle
• D elay start: 1-24 hours
• 1400RPM – maximum spinning
• Extra features – inverter motor,
“Advanced Fuzzy logic” technology, “Aqua
Control” :anti-flooding, “Protex” stainless
steel drum, 180° door, XXL Porthole –
USP
• Electronic/digital LCD display with push
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• A-40% energy rated
• 16 Wash programmes – cottons, extra
silent, synthetics, synthetics easy iron,
delicate, wool plus, duvets, anti-allergy,
spin/ drain, rinse, jeans, quick 20 min 3kg,
super eco 15, cottons economy, steam,
refresh & steam dewrinkler
• Quiet operation: 49dB (A)
• 57L water consumption per longest cycle
• D elay start: 1-24 hours
• 1600RPM – maximum spinning
• Extra features- inverter motor, “Advanced
Fuzzy logic” technology, “Aqua Control”:
anti-flooding, “Protex” stainless steel
drum, 180° door, XXL porthole
• Electronic/digital large LCD display with
push buttons – on/off, temperature
setting, spin selection, extra rinses, stain
remover/prewash, time saving, delay
start
• RRP: R9 299

Tumble Dryers
Kelvinator KTD60W/ KDT600M
6kg Vented Tumble Dryer
• 6kg capacity tumble dryer
• 2 Heat settings
• Front venting
• M echanical controls

Home Laundry

indicators, “easy to clean” fluff filters, large
opening reversible side swing door
• 4 Adjustable feet
• Stacking kits available
• RRP: R3999
Electrolux EDE37100W
7kg Front Loading Vented Tumble
Dryer

• R everse tumble action
• End program buzzer
• D oor safety switch
• Large fluff filter
• Automatic 12 min cool down period
• R eversible door
• Drying guide on control panel
• Energy consumption: 3.35kWh/cycle
• RRP: R2819/ R3199
Electrolux EDC47130W
7kg Front Loading Condenser Tumble
Dryer

AEG T76280AC
7kg Front Loading Condenser Tumble
Dryer

• C energy rated
• Quiet operation: 654dB (A)
• Side or rear venting option
• Timer 0-150min
• Push button operation – delicate, textile
(cottons or synthetic)
• Extra features – reverse tumbling, LED
drying status & filter indicators, “Easy
to clean” fluff filters, large opening
reversible side swing door
• Flexible venting hose supplied
• Stacking kits available
• RRP: R2999
AEG T65170AV
7kg Front Loading Vented Tumble
Dryer

• C energy rated
• Quiet operation: 64dB (A)
• 5 Drying programmes – cottons
cupboard dry, cottons extra dry,
synthetics cupboard dry, synthetics extra
dry, timer 0-150min
• Water tank & heat exchanging unit
consolidated in the same accessible
compartment
• O ther features – reverse tumbling, LED

• C energy rated
• Side or rear venting options
• Quiet operation: 64 dB (A)
• 14 Drying programmes – cottons
(cupboard dry, extra dry, iron dry, strong
dry), synthetics (cupboard dry, extra
dry, iron dry), bed linen, easy iron plus,
freshen up, jeans, sport, wool refresh
• Extra features – reverse tumbling, delay
start option, LED function status and
filter indicator, additional functions by
push button, “Easy to clean” fluff filters,
large opening reversible side swing door
• Flexible venting hose supplied
• Stacking kits available
• D elay start function
• RRP: R5299

• B energy rate
• Quiet operation: 64dB (A)
• “Sensidry” technology automatically
adapts drying time to ensure perfect
results every time
• 16 Drying programmes – cottons &
synthetics 3 programmes each, bed
linen, delicates, easy iron plus, extra quick
mixed, jeans, sport, time, wool refresh,
actiwear, duvet
• Extra features – reverse tumbling, delay
start option, LCD display with dial &
push button for operation, buzzer,
“Easy to clean” fluff filters, large opening
reversible side swing door, interior light –
page 23 4
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Home Laundry

Technology drives Whirlpool success
Washing machine: AWOE 81200D

Spin dryer for new
home owners

Tumble dryer: AZB 8680 WH
Spindel is a brand new, specialist laundry
spin dryer that is perfect for first-time
home owners and people in smaller
living areas. This innovative dryer uses
centrifugal force instead of heat to remove
up to 80% of moisture from clothes and
towels in just three minutes – providing a
quick-dry, time and space-saving solution.

• 8kg front loading
• 6TH SENSE technology
• 'A+' energy efficiency
• 'A' washing performance
• 1200 rpm
• 14 wash programmes
• Clean + cycle
• Child lock

• 8kg condenser dryer
• 6TH SENSE technology
• 'B' energy efficiency
• 10 drying programmes
• Front positioned heat exchanger with
indicator for cleaning
• R eversible door

Feature for feature these machines are hard to match
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no longer “the forgotten sock”
• Can use removable water container or
plumb out water
• Stacking kits available
• Large capacity “Protex” drum guarantees
less creasing and tangling
• RRP: R5899
AEG T86280IC
8kg Front Loading Condenser Tumble
Dryer
• B energy rated

• Quiet operation: 62dB (A), extra silent
cycle 56dB (A)
• “Sensidry” technology automatically
adapts drying time to ensure perfect

Perfect for first-time home
owners and people in smaller
living areas

Spindel is just 36 cm wide, 55 cm high
and weighs only 8 kg - it is small enough
to easily fit in a bin or broom closet. Even
though it is compact, Spindel still offers
an impressive load capacity of 4.5 kg. The
energy consumption of the three minute
cycle is the equivalent of using a 60 Watt
light bulb for just 15 minutes. So it not
only saves you space, but cuts electricity
costs as well.

results every time
• 16 Drying programmes – cottons &
synthetics 3 programmes each, bed
linen, delicates, easy iron plus, extra
quick mixed, time, wool, actiwear, duvet,
extra silent for cottons and synthetics
• E xtra features – reverse tumbling,
delay start option, large LCD display
with dial & push button for operation,
buzzer, “easy to clean” fluff filters, large
opening reversible side swing door,
interior light – no longer “the forgotten
sock”
• I nverter motor
• Can use removable water container or
plumb out water
• Stacking kits available
RRR7199.00
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Product News

Refrigerators have changed and so
have the considerations of consumers
who buy them
Fifty years ago the main motivation behind buying a fridge was to
keep as much of your food fresh for as long as possible.
But today consumers are more concerned
about space, health standards, energy
efficiency and whether their appliance is
eco-friendly. As the needs of consumers
have changed, manufacturers have had to
adapt and come up with innovative ways of
keeping food fresh while meeting consumer
needs.
The humble fridge, it seems, has become
a reflection of society’s concerns and new
ways of thinking. Even more interesting
is how these concerns and thoughts are
shaping the technology which is being
incorporated into new products.
There are three main trends which
have played a major role in refrigerator
technology.
• Energy efficiency;
• Environmental considerations; and
• Food safety and hygiene.
These trends have manifested differently
in different parts of the world meaning
manufacturers have had to tailor their
products for specific markets.
In China, for example, the last five years
have seen a major shift towards energy
efficient refrigerators. In 2000, 70 percent
of Chinese households owned refrigerators
which accounted for half of residential
consumption on their own. This, at a time
when the country’s reliance on coal to
supply energy was reaching alarming
levels. Today Chinese consumers are only
interested in appliances which do not
exacerbate the chances of possible resource
exhaustion.
In Europe environmental concerns have
grown to become an equally important
consideration for consumers. This includes
a move to increased energy efficiency but
attention is also being paid to the materials
being used in construction, the recyclability
of the products, the eco-friendly aspects
of manufacturing and even the ability of
24

the products to prolong food life to avoid
unnecessary wastage.
Both Europe and the USA have been the
driving force behind a move to increased
food safety leading to more and more
consumers asking questions about the
hygiene standards of the products they
purchase. In the 2012 Food and Health
Survey, which was commissioned by the
Food Information Council Foundation, 85%
of respondents said they had spent some
time thinking about the safety of food
in their homes. According to the survey
Americans are looking for assurances that
their food is healthy, fresh and free from
harmful substances – the humble fridge is
paving the way.
Instead of setting the trend,
manufacturers are now responsible for
making sure their products keep up with
them.
Through its latest range of refrigerators
LG has embraced this paradigm shift –
and they have done it in a diverse set of
regional markets. It’s thanks to extensive
consumer research that LG have been able
to manufacturer cutting edge refrigerators.
In Australia LG recently commissioned
Pure Profile to do research into what is
really going on in Australian households
when it comes to refrigerators. The
nationwide survey found that over half of
the respondents opened their main fridge
door over 30 times a day – all in the search
for something to eat.
The main reason for this, they found, was
that the average Australian keeps a lot of
food in their fridge which eventually leads
to organisational problems and often to
forgetting what food you have in the fridge
– 40% of respondents admitted to this.
The result? A fine-tuned set of goals in
terms of refrigerator organisation designs for
models being sold in Australia – a country
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that spends USD4 billion on discarded
food annually. An example is LG’s Door–inDoor feature on their latest French door
refrigerators. The feature helps to eliminate
the energy loss caused when people stand
in front of their fridge with the main door
open while they search for food.
LG has also developed Inverter Linear
Compressor technology which makes
their models more energy efficient. The
technology oversees how much cooling
power is being utilized at one time,
reduces the amount of internal friction and
eliminates the need for a more wasteful
reciprocal drive system.
Concerned about food health and safety?
Then the LG’s Hygiene Fresh filter will set
your mind at ease. It uses a four-stage
filtration configuration to remove or render
inert 99.99% of the harmful substances
which make their way into the refrigerators
interior. Further air flow controls ensure an
even temperature throughout the fridge
keeping food fresh no matter where it’s kept.
All these advances are just part of LG’s
commitment to safe, green, energy efficient
refrigeration.
In the future owners of LG fridges will
be able to take advantage of smart-grid
capability built into the company’s latest
fridges. Smart Grid services, once online, will
allow LG fridge owners to take advantage of
energy rates when they are at their cheapest
by scheduling the refrigerator’s more
consumption-heavy tasks to coincide with
periods of the day when rates drop.
The advances in technology which today
sets the modern refrigerator apart from
its predecessor are the result of growing
consumer knowledge. Fridges irrespective
of size, colour or shape are indispensable. As
the world changes refrigerators will continue
to change with it – shaped by the people
who buy them.
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